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We describe a web-based program called ‘DBParser’ for rapidly culling, merging, and comparing
sequence search engine results from multiple LC-MS/MS peptide analyses. DBParser employs the
principle of parsimony to consolidate redundant protein assignments and derive the most concise set
of proteins consistent with all of the assigned peptide sequences observed in an experiment or series
of experiments. The resulting reports summarize peptide and protein identifications from multidimen-
sional experiments that may contain a single data set or combine data from a group of data sets, all
related to a single analytical sample. Additionally, the results of multiple experiments, each of which
may contain several data sets, can be compared in reports that identify features that are common or
different. DBParser actively links to the primary mass spectral data and to public online databases
such as NCBI, GO, and Swiss-Prot in order to structure contextually specific reports for biologists and
biochemists.
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Introduction

We present herein the architecture and major features of a
web-based utility, DBParser, designed to rationally organize
peptide data from tandem mass spectrometry experiments into
reports meaningful to biological researchers engaged in pro-
teomics. High-throughput “shotgun” proteomics aims to iden-
tify, characterize and quantify all of the expressed proteins
simultaneously in a mixture.1 This approach subjects protein
mixtures to proteolytic digestion prior to liquid chromato-
graphic separation and MS/MS analysis of the resulting pep-
tides.2 Several database search engines including Mascot,3

Sequest,4 and OMSSA5 assign probable peptide sequences to
MS/MS spectra and infer protein precursor identities. Because
the shotgun technique is robust, sensitive and efficient, it is
routinely applied for high-throughput protein identification and
characterization.2 Large data sets resulting from this approach
emphasize the critical roles for data processing in reporting
and validating protein identifications from proteomics experi-
ments.2,6,7 For any given LC-MS/MS analysis, database search
engines routinely generate lists of peptide and protein sequence
candidates, and the length of these lists is compounded for
data sets resulting from multiple chromatographic separations.
Subsequent sorting, collation, and comparison of these results
pose significant challenges, especially when analyzing multiple

files. Complexity arises because spectra matched to candidate
peptides and proteins comprise comprehensive inclusive sets,
i.e., the peptide data is matched to all possible protein data
records3,4 that contain the observed possible amino acid
sequences. We chose to devise a utility to sort and reductively
collate peptide and protein data by applying a parsimony
principle (Ockham’s razor): peptides mapping to a simple
rather than a complicated set of proteins are most likely to
account for the observed spectra.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Data. Tandem MS data was derived from 1D
or 2D LC-Ion Trap MS and 1D LC- Quadrupole Time-of-Flight
MS experiments.8 Three aliquots of a yeast protein extract (5,
10, and 20 µg) were used in this paper to demonstrate DBParser
features and are designated Sample A, B, and C, respectively.
Soluble proteins were reduced with DDT, alkylated with
iodoacetamide, and digested with Endoproteinase Lys-C fol-
lowed by trypsin. The resulting peptides were analyzed using
2D LC (Shimadzu LC-VP HPLC; Kyoto, Japan) directly coupled
to an ESI-Ion Trap mass spectrometer (LCQ Classic; Thermo
Electron, San Jose, CA).

Mascot Search Engine. Experimental data were submitted
for MS/MS Ions Search to a Mascot cluster, maintained by the
Helix Systems, CIT, NIH. The underlying flat files (e.g.,
F123456.dat) from which Mascot generates its reports were
retrieved from the Mascot cluster via ftp. Mascot uses a
probability-based scoring algorithm based on the Mowse
algorithm9 to assign peptide sequences to MS/MS spectra.
Mascot compares peak lists containing mass and intensity pairs
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from one or more spectra with hypothetical spectra corre-
sponding to in silico digestion of protein sequence database
and assigns probable peptide sequences. On the basis of the
protein sequence library database that a user selects, the
Mascot peptide summary report presents a tabular summary
of the most closely matching proteins.

Significance of Assignments. For each peptide, Mascot
reports a probability-based Ions Score, which is defined as
-10*log10(P), where P is the absolute probability that the
observed match between the experimental data and the
database sequence is a random event. The relevance of the Ions
Score is determined relative to a database-dependent Identity
Score, which is a significance threshold with a P < 0.05 chance
of a false positive.3 This score is an absolute threshold that
indicates a 5% or lower probability that the MS/MS spectrum
has been randomly matched to a sequence in the database.
DBParser accepts a Mascot peptide assignment only if the
peptide Ions Score meets or exceeds its Identity Score. Sub-
sequently, a protein assignment is accepted if it contains at
least one significant assigned peptide. DBParser stores all of
the data from Mascot files and reports significant or rejected
information based upon user-defined criteria. In DBParser
multiple comparison reports, only significant peptides and
proteins are collated, whereas rejected peptides and proteins
are shown only on rejected peptide reports. In the examples
presented here, the Identity Score was used to threshold
peptide assignment data.

DBParser System. DBParser has 4 major components: a
web-based interface, a relational database, a parser and a report
generator. A data flowchart is shown in Figure 1. The web-based
interface facilitates a multiple independent user environment
and provides users various options regarding data parsing,
report generation and report viewing. CGI and HTML were
used to create web-based interface. The parser and report
generator programs were written in Perl (ActivePerl 5.8, down-
loaded from http://www.activestate.com) on a Windows 2000
system. MySQL was obtained from http://www.mysql.com, and
used as the relational database. The Perl package manager
bundled with ActivePerl was used to install the Perl DBI
database interface and the MySQL database driver. Apache

server was downloaded from http://www.apache.com and used
as the web server. DBParser is run on a Dell Server PE 2650
with dual Intel Xeon, 2.8 GHz processors, 2GB RAM, and dual
136 GB hard drives under Windows 2000 server operating
system. DBParser utilizes 3 types of databases: a flat file
database, a public reference database, and a central database.
The flat file database stores parsed data from Mascot flat files.
It contains 10 indexed relational tables to track the experiment,
search parameters, input, search history, ions, scores, peptide
hits, protein hits, peptides, and proteins. The public reference
database contains entries including GO terms, GO ID etc. from
the online public databases. GO termdb database was down-
loaded from http://www.godatabase.org, and GOASPTR
and Human GOA databases were downloaded from http://
srs.ebi.ac.uk. These 3 public databases were parsed into a
MySQL public database locally to assign GO terms and GO IDs.
The central database stores the DBParser processes (all user
initiated commands, e.g., database creation, data parsing and
report generation) and is manipulated by a perl program on
the DBParser server.

Parsimony Analysis. Peptides are classified into two cat-
egories: discrete or degenerate. On the basis of the distribution
of discrete and degenerate peptides, protein sequence database
records are classified into 6 hierarchical categories: distinct,
differentiable, subsumable, superset, subset, and equivalent.
An example of the application of these rules is included in
Figure 2.

The example outlined in Figure 2 illustrates schematically
discrete peptides as sequences that are assigned to exactly one
protein, e.g., A, B, C, D, E, G, and H. In contrast, degenerate
peptides are assigned to more than one protein, e.g., F, I, J, K,
L, M, and N. Using these peptide definitions, equivalent
proteins are based on the same set of degenerate peptide(s),
e.g., protein 6 and protein 7. It is of importance to note that
no information is discarded. In any designated category, all
accession numbers are retained. In the case of equivalent
proteins, these records are grouped together, one record is
counted and the other equivalent records are flagged. The same
counting procedure is propagated throughout the parsimony
analysis. Each equivalent protein data set is referred to as a

Figure 1. DBParser data flowchart. DBParser has 5 steps: upload
flat files, create databases, parse data, generate reports, and view
reports. After each Mascot flat file is acquired by the DBParser
server, the data from each flat file is parsed into a user-defined
MySQL relational database. There are two main report generation
procedures to summarize either a single experiment or to
compare results from multiple experiments. Each of the main
report generation procedures automatically produces multiple
reports that emphasize specific aspects of the overall dataset.

Figure 2. Hypothetical protein parsimony analysis applied by
DBParser. Letters A-to-N designate peptide sequences. Discrete
peptides: A, B, C, D, E, G, and H; degenerate peptides: F, I, J, K,
L, M, and N. Proteins are sorted by identified peptides as
equivalent (6 and 7); subset (4 in 3); superset (3 vs 4); subsumable
(5 vs.3, 5 vs 6 and 7); differentiable (2 vs 3); and distinct (1).
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nonredundant equivalent protein and counted only once.
Subset proteins contain peptides common to a larger set of
peptides corresponding to another protein identification, e.g.
protein 4 is a subset of protein 3, which is a superset. A superset
protein contains the degenerate peptides from at least one
other subset protein, e.g., protein 3 is a superset that includes
all the peptides used to identify protein 4. A subsumable protein
contains degenerate peptides that can be distributed as subsets
of two or more other proteins, e.g., peptides J and K from
protein 5 are a subset of protein 3, whereas peptides L and M
of protein 5 are a subset of proteins 6 and 7. Formally,
subsumable proteins are simply another class of subsets. The
position of subsumable above superset in our hierarchy is not
a qualitative statement, merely a procedural order. A dif-
ferentiable protein can be distinguished from other proteins
by having at least one discrete peptide, e.g., protein 2. Since
protein 3 has one discrete peptide “H”, it is promoted from
superset to the differentiable category. A distinct protein is
identified by only discrete peptide(s), e.g., protein 1. In sum-
mary, parsimony analysis reduces this list of seven proteins to
a list of four nonredundant proteins, i.e., proteins 1, 2, 3, and
6.

The following rules were used for protein parsimony analysis:
1. Parsimony analysis is applied in ascending hierarchy:

equivalent, subset, superset, subsumable, differential, and
distinct proteins. 2. Each protein is counted in exactly one
category. It is possible for a protein to be listed in more than
one category, in which case it is counted in the highest category
in which it occurs where distinct is the highest category and
equivalent the lowest.

Testing, Validation, and Performance. DBParser was tested
using Apache Server and Internet Explorer 6.0 running on
Windows 2000 workstation, Windows 2000 server, Windows XP
and Linux systems separately. Peptide and protein assignments
from DBParser were confirmed with manual validation and
Mascot search results from yeast Samples A, B, C as noted
above. Parsing and report generation times were measured for
flat files of various sizes and are reported in the Supplemental
Data.

Results

The results of applying DBParser can best be illustrated with
data files typical of complex mixture analyses. In the course of
evaluating and optimizing a 2D-LC MS/MS system, many
analyses of tryptic digests of yeast soluble proteins were
obtained.8 Peptides derived from yeast digests provide very
complex mixtures that are readily available analytical test
references. Multiple datasets containing tens of thousands of
spectra were searched using Mascot. The resulting DBParser
reports fall into two categories: (1) single sample summaries,
applying the principles of parsimony to peptides observed from
concatenated chromatographic separations, and (2) multiple
sample summaries to permit comparisons of multiple con-
catenated datasets. We describe examples of four of the
formats: peptide, protein parsimony analysis, unique peptide,
and protein links reports for single samples, and a protein
comparison report for three different samples.

Single Sample Summary. The report summary produced for
a single sample may contain data ranging from a single LC-
MS/MS experiment to multiple 2D LC-MS/MS runs. In 2D
LC-MS/MS experiments, output files are summed from the
analysis of each ion exchange fraction in order to generate a
composite file representing all of the analytical data from one
mixture of proteins. It is possible to concatenate multiple mass
spectral datasets prior to using a sequence search engine.
Alternatively, DBParser allows this concatenation after database
searching, significantly reducing aggregate search times, and
permitting selection of files for concatenation based upon
individual file reports.

In all DBParser reports, proteins are ordered relative to the
number of unique peptides assigned. Each spectrum has an
assigned Mascot query number (Qnum) that provides an active
link to the Mascot mass spectrum display, facilitating visual
inspection of data records. Within each protein, peptide
sequences are listed alphabetically, and then by Ions Score.
Although parsimony dictates concise list generation, all data
is retained and is accessible; a user may generate a rejected

Figure 3. Sample A peptide report. Peptides are grouped and associated with identified proteins, which are sorted by the number of
unique peptides (UPep). The tabular display includes a peptide counter (Num), the flat file name (Search), the Mascot query number
(QNum), the assigned peptide sequence (PeptideSeq), Ions Score (IonsScore), Homology Score (HScore), Identity Score (IScore), mass/
charge (m/z) of the precursor ion, and relative molecular mass (Qmass) of the peptide. Note that the Ions Score of each listed peptide
is equal to or greater than its Identity Score, consistent with the evaluation criterion used to extract data from the Mascot files. Peptides
are color coded black or red. Use of the same color for consecutive peptide sequences indicates multiple detection events, i.e., redundant
identification of the same peptide.
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peptide report (a report listing peptides with Ions Score values
below that of the Identity Score), or a rejected protein links
report.

Example 1-Peptide Report. Sample A was analyzed using
2D LC-MS/MS, resulting in 6 flat files (corresponding to LC-
MS/MS analysis of 6 ion exchange fractions). The peptide
summary is the primary report of the significant peptides and
proteins for combined data sets (see portion of report in Figure
3).

Example 2-Parsimony Analysis Reports. The Parsimony
Analysis Report format is comparable to that described for the
peptide report, sub-divided by category. A summary lists the
number of proteins in each category and includes the equation
used for calculating the reported totals (Figure 4). The format
graphically presents all of the distinct proteins first, and then
nondistinct proteins. This format emphasizes the relationships
between nondistinct proteins sharing peptide sequences dis-
played as bars (Figure 5).

Example 3-Unique Peptide Report. There are two format
options. The first option presents the unique peptides orga-
nized by protein identification. The second format displays a
list of peptides along with the accession number of the proteins
to which the peptide can be mapped (Figure 6).

Example 4-Protein Links Report. A representative protein
links report (see Figure 7) displays related information about
the significant proteins, links to the supporting peptide data
as well as to relevant public databases.

Multiple Sample Summary. We have designed comparison
reports for 2 to 6 data sets, where each data set may contain

one or more flat files. Reports indicate the peptides, proteins
and nonredundant proteins unique and common in each data
set. For simplicity, the procedure makes pairwise comparisons
between data sets as elements in a matrix, for example:

From this matrix, DBParser tabulates which peptides are
unique to each dataset, and which peptides are common to
all datasets. These tabulations are available as pairwise output
and aggregate output. There are four reports: peptide com-
parison, protein comparison, nonredundant protein compari-
son, and protein links. As with the single sample report, a user
may choose to regenerate the Mascot search report or a
rejected peptide report and rejected protein links report.

Example 5-Protein Comparisons for Yeast Samples A vs
B vs C. For this example, DBParser compared 3 data sets of
Mascot results. Each data set has 6 flat files. The report shows
the proteins unique in A, B, and C samples separately, and then
lists proteins common to all 3 data sets. There is also pairwise
comparison between A and B, B and C, and A and C. Within
each pairwise comparison, for example, A vs B, proteins unique
in A, proteins unique in B, and proteins common in A and B
are listed. This comparison report contains results in list and
detail formats with active protein links. A summary accounting
of proteins is included at the end of the report (Figure 8).
Multiple peptide and nonredundant protein comparison re-
ports are also available.

Discussion

Peptide analyses by LC/MS/MS can generate large datasets,
imposing labor-intensive efforts to consolidate peptide and/
or protein identification information into meaningful reports.
Software bioinformatics tools can facilitate and accelerate high-
throughput proteomic data analyses. Several software utilities
for data processing have been reported such as DTASelect &
Contrast,10 and CHOMPER.11 The utilities PeptideProphet,12

ProteinProphet,13 and SEQUEST-NORM14 have been designed
to improve the accuracy and validity of peptide and protein
data analysis. DBParser differs from these utilities both in
method and function, but it does share many of their objectives
described previously.

Figure 4. Sample A parsimony analysis report-summary sec-
tion.

Figure 5. Sample A parsimony analysis display report-nondistinct protein section. Peptide sequence and protein details can be viewed
using the mouse to reveal a tool tip window for any specific entry.

1 vs 2, 1 vs 3, 1 vs.4, 1 vs 5, 1 vs 6

2 vs 3, 2 vs 4, 2 vs 5, 2 vs 6

3 vs 4, 3 vs 5, 3 vs 6

4 vs 5, 4 vs 6

5 vs 6
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Protein sequence databases, e.g., NCBInr, contain a host of
entries containing nearly identical sequence information. The
apparent redundancies arise from natural sequence diversity,
e.g, isoforms, as well as sequenced protein fragments and
sequencing errors.15 A significant consequence of shotgun
proteomics is that the connectivity between peptides and their
precursor proteins is lost. The exercise of assembling protein
level information is complicated by these sequence database
redundancies. For example, there are two isoforms of yeast
enolase, ENO1 and ENO2, whose sequences are 95.4% identical.
Complete tryptic digestion produces 30 and 29 peptides 6
residues in length or greater, respectively. Seventeen of these
peptides are identical. One would not be able to discriminate

whether ENO1 or ENO2 or both were present based on the
detection of any of these 17 degenerate peptides. Current
database search engines do not address the difficulty of
counting the number of unique proteins identified based on
observed peptides.16 In an attempt to reconcile this problem,
a nomenclature is defined for categorization of peptide and
protein assignments. A central tenet of this nomenclature is
that peptides do not identify proteins per se; they identify
protein sequence database records. Extant database search
engines output lists of proteins, or more correctly, lists of
protein sequence database records, each with a unique acces-
sion number, which represent the maximum possible number
of proteins that could account for all observed peptides.

Figure 6. Sample A unique peptide report. Peptide sequences are listed alphabetically. Each discrete peptide (blue) is assigned to a
single protein; each degenerate peptide (black) maps to more than one protein. Peptide sequences link to the report portion containing
detailed information about each peptide.

Figure 7. Sample A protein links report. The protein links report includes a protein counter (Num), accession reference (Protein), the
number of unique peptides (UPep), the number of total peptides (TPep), definition line (Defline), and GO terms. If an entry is
nonredundant, then the protein accession is colored maroon; redundant proteins are black. Protein accessions link to the corresponding
entry at the GOA search website at http://srs.ebi.ac.uk. Definition lines link to the corresponding entry at the Swiss-Prot search website
at http://us.expasy.org. Each GO term links to the corresponding entry at AmiGO website at http://www.godatabase.org. If the data
contains human proteins, then protein name links are active to the corresponding NCBI LocusLink at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
LocusLink/. Active links connect to the primary data reports for each experiment (Peps, peptide; UPep1, unique peptide format 1;
UPep2, unique peptide format 2; TPro, total proteins; Non-R, nonredundant protein; PAR, parsimony analysis).
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DBParser analyzes protein identifications based on peptide
sequences to produce a parsimonious protein analysis report,
generating a concise set of protein sequence database records
that account for all of the observed peptides in the experimental
data sets. Distinct and differentiable protein sequence database
records are identified, having discrete peptides not found in
other protein sequence database records. Because of the
complexity of protein sequence databases, some protein se-
quence database records cannot be distinguished by the
observed peptides, and are categorized into equivalent, subset
and subsumable categories. Consequently, DBParser defines
not only a parsimonious nonredundant protein sequence
database record set, but also a complete list of nonexcludable,
possible proteins in sets of data. DBParser results are consistent
with those reported by Nesvizhskii et al.13 who developed a
statistical model to compute probabilities that proteins are
present in a sample on the basis of peptides assigned to tandem
mass spectra. Using only the logic of parsimony, DBParser
analysis of Nesvizhskii’s examples13 produces identical results.

DBParser collates identification information such as the
Mascot peptide Ions, Identity and Homology scores and merges
other Mascot flat files using the parsimony principle to compile
results from protein samples that may have been fractionated
prior to mass spectral analysis. For example, proteolytic digests
analyzed using 2D LC-MS/MS generate one file for each ion
exchange fraction. With off-line protein fractionation, one
sample can be further sub-divided, and upon mass spectral
analysis produce multiple Mascot result files. Alternatively, data
from samples analyzed several times in varying concentrations
or using variable mass windows may be combined. It is possible
to concatenate the MS/MS data from individual runs either
prior or following database searching. We have found it
convenient to concatenate files after searching, both for speed
and to avoid reaching the Mascot limit of approximately 30 000
queries. DBParser rapidly merges the Mascot search results to
generate a single composite report.

DBParser allows the user to specify the inclusion of only
those peptides with Ions Scores greater than or equal to the
Identity Score. In contrast, the Mascot Peptide Summary Report
includes both significant and nonsignificant peptides for each

assigned protein. With very large datasets, we have observed
Mascot protein assignments that are based upon several
peptides with low Ions Scores (i.e., Ions Score less than the
Identity Score). In these instances, we also observe some
peptides with significant Ion Scores (i.e., Ions Score > Identity
Score) appearing in the Mascot unassigned queries list.
DBParser lists peptides with an Ions Score lower than the
Identity Score separately in a Rejected Peptides report. Signifi-
cant peptides and proteins are more readily recognized in
DBParser reports, especially when multiple files have been
combined.

DBParser reports link to the corresponding entries in NCBInr,
AmiGO, Swiss-Prot, and GOA public database websites, en-
abling researchers to determine the published characteristics
and functionality of proteins identified in their experiments.
The Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) database utilizes “a
dynamic controlled vocabulary that can be applied to all
organisms even as protein knowledge is accumulating and
changing.”17 Biologists that comprise the GO Consortium have
“developed three separate ontologies: molecular function,
biological process, and cellular component, which help to
describe gene products in a standardized way and allow the
annotation of molecular characteristics across species.”17

Because DBParser is a web-based application, users only
require web browser access. Multiple users can parse data and
generate reports simultaneously as DBParser assigns each
process a separate identification code. DBParser first parses
the data from Mascot flat files into a database, increasing the
efficiency of retrieving the data (such as significant peptide
sequences) while generating reports. DBParser dramatically
improves high-throughput proteomic data analysis for Mascot
MS/MS Ions Search results. Further development of DBParser
will integrate search results from other search algorithms such
as Sequest and OMSSA, facilitating comparison of search results
from different search algorithms, and providing an efficient
data analysis tool for data mining in proteomic studies.

Conclusions
We have developed software that enhances the significance

of data collected in large-scale shotgun tandem mass spec-
trometry experiments using automated peptide sequence
search engines. DBParser utilizes parsimony analysis to filter
lists of possible proteins and determine a nonredundant protein
set that includes all assigned peptide sequences, providing a
rational accounting of proteins identified from experimental
data. DBParser then generates user-friendly html output reports
for peptide and protein analyses. It provides comparison
reports from multiple or concatenated experiments, signifi-
cantly increasing the value of archived data.

DBParser is freely and publicly available from the authors
under the terms of a Mozilla Open Source License agreement
(http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/).
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